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Abstract
Some data types are so simple that they tend to be reimplemented over and over again. This is
certainly true for terms, tree-like data structures that can represent prefix formulae, syntax trees, intermediate code, and more. We first describe the motivation to introduce Annotated Terms (AT ERMs): unifying
several term formats, optimizing storage requirements by introducing maximal subterm sharing, and providing a language-neutral exchange format. Next, we present a brief overview of the AT ERM technology
itself and of its wide range of applications. A discussion of competing technologies and the future of
AT ERMs concludes the paper.

1 History and Motivation
Some data types are so simple that they tend to be reimplemented over and over again. This is not only
true for linked lists and symbol tables but also for terms, tree-like data structures that can represent prefix
formulae, syntax trees, intermediate code, and more. The explanation is probably that every project needs
slight variations of these simple data types and that existing parameterization techniques for software components cannot easily accommodate this variability.
Generic language technology is one of our research topics and related to this research we have developed an interactive development environment for writing language specifications, the A SF +S DF MetaEnvironment [35, 8]. Terms play an important role in this Meta-Environment: they are used to represent
source code, parse tables, error messages and so forth. When we made an inventory of term data types
in our own software projects related to the A SF +S DF Meta-Environment, it turned out that we were using
(and maintaining!) six different variants of a term data type and this provided a strong incentive to look for
a single data type that could be used in all projects.
A first attempt at unification were the T OOL B US terms that were introduced as part of the implementation of the T OOL B US coordination architecture [3], our component interconnection technology. T OOL B US
terms introduced the simple make-and-match paradigm (explained below) for constructing and decomposing terms. A linear string representation was used to exchange terms between components. The C
implementation supports automatic garbage collection.
Annotated Terms (or AT ERM s as described in [11]) introduced several innovations over the original
design: maximal subterm sharing, annotations, a compressed binary exchange format, and a two-level
Application Programming Interface (API) that enables both simple and efficient use of AT ERM s. Mature
implementations exist for C and Java and experimental implementations for, C#, ML and Haskell.
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Although AT ERM s were introduced to solve just our own local problem, the wide acceptance of
AT ERM s in numerous projects suggests that this problem was not so local after all. The purpose of the
present paper is to sketch the contexts and problem domains in which AT ERM s are useful and to compare
them with competing technologies. The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give a quick introduction to AT ERM s and discuss all technology that has been developed to seamlessly integrate AT ERM s
in applications. Next, we give a survey of applications of AT ERM s in Section 3. We complete the paper
with a comparison of AT ERM s with other technologies (Section 4) and we speculate about their future
(Section 5).

2 The AT ERM Technology
2.1 A quick introduction to AT ERMs
The data type of AT ERM s is defined as follows (see [11] for full details):
An integer or real constant is an AT ERM .


A function application is an AT ERM , e.g., f(a,b).


A list of zero or more AT ERM s is an AT ERM , e.g., [f(a),1,"abc"].


A placeholder term containing an AT ERM that represents the type of the placeholder is an AT ERM ,
e.g., f(<int>).


A Binary Large OBject (BLOB) containing arbitrary binary data is an AT ERM .


A list of (label,annotation) pairs may be associated with each AT ERM . Label and annotation are
both AT ERM s and can thus contain nested annotations.


AT ERM s are constructed under the constraint that all subterms of all AT ERM s in a given universe are
maximally shared. AT ERM s thus represent directed acyclic graphs and should, in fact, have been called
“ADags”. As a consequence, all operations on AT ERM s are applicative: an AT ERM can be decomposed
into its constituent parts, but those parts can never be replaced. Replacement can only be achieved by
building a new AT ERM that contains new values at the places to be modified.
The AT ERM API is based on the make-and-match paradigm:
make (compose) a new AT ERM by providing a pattern for it and filling in the placeholders in the
pattern with given values.




match (decompose) an existing AT ERM by comparing it with a pattern and decompose it according
to this pattern.

Functions for the input and output of AT ERM s (both in textual and in binary form) are provided. For
efficiency reasons also direct access functions for the constituents of AT ERM s such as arguments of applications, elements of lists, and annotations are provided. As a first example, consider the following code
fragment which shows how to make an AT ERM (using the C version):
ATerm t1 = ATmake("or(true,false)");
ATerm t2 = ATmake("and(true,<term>)", t1);
First, the term or(true,false) is constructed and then assigned to variable t1. Next, a second term
is constructed using the term pattern "and(true,<term>)". The value of t1 is substituted for the
placeholder <term> and as a result the term and(true, or(true,false)) is assigned to t2. Now
let’s try to match against this last term:
ATerm t3, t4;
if(ATmatch(t2, "and(<term>,<term>)", &t3, &t4)){
...
}
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Figure 1: Application code uses AT ERM s. (a) Application code uses hand-written code to manipulate
AT ERM s directly; (b) Application uses hand-written code to manipulate an A S F IX view on AT ERM s; (c)
The A S F IX view is defined in an SDF grammar and the access code is generated by A PIGEN , the application
uses this generated code to manipulate the A S F IX view.
The pattern "and(<term>,<term>)" is matched against the current value of t2. The match succeeds
and the subterms corresponding to the placeholders, respectively true and or(true,false) are assigned to the variables t3 and t4. The same example can also be coded using direct access to the term
representation. For instance,
t3 = ATgetArgument(t2, 0);
t4 = ATgetArgument(t2, 1);
achieves the same effect as the ATmatch condition.
As these examples show, the physical structure of the terms being manipulated by this code is explicit
in the form of patterns and indices representing argument positions. This intimacy between an application
and the AT ERM representation it uses is shown in Figure 1(a). The code would be broken by any change
of the representation such as renaming function names (e.g., in a Dutch language version and might be
replaced by en), swapping arguments, adding arguments, and the like. We will come back to the problem
of representation hiding in Section 2.4.

2.2 Implementation of AT ERMs
A comprehensive description of the AT ERM implementation, including design decisions, data representation, algorithms and benchmarks is given in [11]. Here, we only want to highlight some specific aspects of
the implementation.
2.2.1 Maximal subterm sharing
Our strategy to minimize memory usage is simple but effective: we only create terms that are new, i.e., that
do not exist already. If a term to be constructed already exists, that term is reused, ensuring maximal sharing.The library functions that construct terms make sure that shared terms are returned whenever possible.
The sharing of terms is thus invisible to the library user.
Maximal sharing of terms can only be maintained when we check at every term creation whether a
particular term already exists or not. This check implies a search through all existing terms but must be
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fast in order not to impose an unacceptable penalty on term creation. Using a hash function that depends
on the internal code of the function symbol and the addresses of its arguments, we can quickly search for a
function application before creating it. All terms are stored in a hash table. The hash table does not contain
the terms themselves, but pointers to the terms. This provides a flexible mechanism of resizing the table
and ensures that all entries in the table are of equal size. Hence the (modest but not negligible) cost at term
creation time is one hash table lookup.
2.2.2 Garbage collection
The C implementation of the AT ERM library offers, in addition to maximal subterm sharing, automatic
garbage collection. This frees the software developer from all the effort of explicitly allocating and deallocating terms. The garbage collector was initially based on the traditional mark-and-sweep garbage
collector as developed by Boehm and Weiser [5]. However, one of the consequences of the maximal
subterm sharing is that destructive updates of terms are not allowed. This functional behavior leads to
the following invariant: the children of an AT ERM are always older than the AT ERM itself. Moreau
and Zendra [45] have introduced a generational garbage collector in the AT ERM library that exploits this
invariant. The generational garbage collector is based on the assumption that newly created objects have
on average a shorter life time than older objects. Older objects are thus inspected less frequently by the
garbage collector. The observed efficiency gain for applications using the AT ERM library is between 19%
and 35%.
2.2.3 Java version
The Java implementation of the AT ERM library provides a factory for creating AT ERM s. It was designed to
support two implementations: one that directly uses the C version of AT ERM s and one written in pure Java.
Only the latter has been actually implemented. It uses SharedObjects, a generic mechanism for maximal
subterm sharing in Java [17].

2.3 Application-specific AT ERM views: A S F IX and family
AT ERM s provide a simple, untyped, representation for structured data. In the application domains where
AT ERM s serve as representation for syntax trees, the need arises, however, to encode information regarding
syntactic categories in the tree representation itself. Typically, all nodes in the syntax tree are represented
by a binary application operator appl. Its first argument is the tree representation of the syntax rule used
to parse the construct and the second argument is the list of children of the construct (possibly including
concrete textual information, see below). This syntax tree representation is thus self-describing but seems
also very redundant since descriptions of syntax rules are repeated for every use of that rule. However,
thanks to maximal subterm sharing, this causes no problems. It should be stressed that this representation
can still be viewed as an ordinary AT ERM .
Another design choice is whether to represent parse trees or abstract syntax trees. The former represent the source text including all textual aspects such as comments and layout while the latter focus on
hierarchical structure but disregard textual information. Parse trees are better suited for applications in the
areas of source code analysis and renovation, while abstract syntax trees suffice for compilation-oriented
applications. In the following we focus on parse trees.
The first dedicated format we designed along these lines was A S F IX [36, 63, 7], a fixed format originally intended for representing the parse trees of ASF specifications but in fact capable to represent arbitrary
parse trees. A S F IX defines a specific view of the application code on the underlying AT ERM s as is shown
in Figure 1(b). Extensive examples of this format are given in [32]. By now several other systems use their
own variants of A S F IX .
Continuing our example from Section 2.1, we explore how to represent the parse tree corresponding
to the Boolean expression true & false. First, we have to assume the existence of a grammar for a
fragment of the Boolean expressions:
Bool ::= "true"
Bool ::= "false"
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Bool ::= Bool "&" Bool
...
Since we do not want to go into the details of representing grammar rules, we just assume that << R >>
yields the term representation of the corresponding grammar rule R. The parse tree for true will now look
like
appl(<<Bool ::= "true">>, ["true"])
while the parse tree for true & false will look like:
appl(<<Bool ::= Bool "&" Bool>>,
[ appl(<<Bool ::= "true">>, ["true"]),
" ",
"&",
" ",
appl(<<Bool ::= "false">>, ["false"])
])
Observe how the second argument of the application operator is a list of subtrees separated by the layout
between these subtrees. The following observations can be made about this representation:
The above representation is an ordinary AT ERM .


This AT ERM is also a valid A S F IX term since in each application node the list of arguments is
compatible with the grammar rule in the first argument.


Accessing the arguments of this A S F IX term can be done using ordinary AT ERM operators.


This access becomes involved and prone to changes in the grammar.


2.4 Generating access code for AT ERMs and AT ERM views using A PIGEN
2.4.1

A S F IX view

We now have two stacked representation layers for our syntax trees. The bottom layer are pure, untyped,
AT ERM s and the top layer is the A S F IX view just described: AT ERM s that provide a self-describing view
on the underlying AT ERM representation.
Accessing A S F IX terms can be done in two ways: using high-level match primitives or using low-level
access functions which are both provided by the AT ERM library. This has three major disadvantages:
For complex terms, the access code becomes hard to read or modify.


Since the underlying AT ERM representation is untyped, there is no guarantee that the access code is
type safe.




If the underlying grammar of A S F IX (or one of its variants) changes, the access code becomes
incorrect.

We have solved this problem by generating the access code instead of writing it manually, using a
generator called A PIGEN . The key idea as described in [32] is to use a syntax definition (written as a
grammar in S DF [28, 62, 63] or as an Abstract Data Type, explained below) of the desired syntax tree
format and to generate fully typed access code (in C) from this syntax definition. The S DF definition
has to be decorated with constructor information and labels in order to distinguish between alternative
production rules and the members within a production rule, respectively. In this way, half of the handwritten access code can be replaced by automatically generated code, thus enhancing type-safety, efficiency
and modifiability. Figure 1(c) illustrates the role that A PIGEN plays in the relation between application code
and AT ERM s.
In [17] the A PIGEN approach is refined and extended to Java as well. A special challenge here is how
to achieve maximal subterm sharing and effective garbage collection in Java.
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[

]

[Graph, default, graph(<nodes(NodeList)>,<edges(EdgeList)>,
<attributes(AttributeList)>)],
...
[NodeList, empty, []],
[NodeList, multi, [<head(Node)>,<[tail(NodeList)]>]],
...
[Style, bold, bold],
...
[NodeId, default, <id(str)>],
...
[Color, rgb, rgb(<red(int)>,<green(int)>,<blue(int)>)],
...

Figure 2: Part of an ADT to represent graphs.
Graph makeGraphDefault(NodeList nodes, EdgeList edges,
AttributeList attributes);
NodeList makeNodeListEmpty();
NodeList makeNodeListMulti(Node head, NodeList tail);
NodeId makeNodeIdDefault(char* id);
Color makeColorRgb(int red, int green, int blue);
Style makeStyleBold();
Figure 3: A subset of the generated constructor functions.
2.4.2 Abstract data type view
In addition to S DF as structure definition, A PIGEN also accepts an abstract data type description (ADT).
For simplicity, the description format of this ADT is an AT ERM as well. Figure 2 shows part of an ADT for
representing graphs and illustrates the most important elements that can be used when writing an ADT. An
ADT entry consists of a type (Graph, NodeList, Style, NodeId, Color), a constructor (default,
empty, multi, bold, rgb), and a pattern. The constructor name can be any name as long as all
alternatives for a type have a unique constructor name. If there is only one pattern for a type, we use
the constructor name default. The pattern is an AT ERM that may contain placeholders that serve as
arguments of the pattern. The general format of an argument is <label(type)>. This indicates that the
argument matches a subterm of type type. The label should be unique within a pattern and provides an
access mechanism to the subterm.
The first entry of Figure 2 (Graph) represents a pattern with three arguments. The second and third
entry (NodeList) describe the list pattern. The fourth entry (Style) represents a pattern without arguments and the last two patterns (NodeId and Color) represent the basic types str and int, respectively.
Given such ADT a collection of functions, constructors, getters, setters, etc., is generated which allow a
type-safe manipulation of the underlying AT ERM s. See Figure 3 for some of the generated constructor
functions based on the ADT of Figure 2.
The generated API allows the manipulation of abstract-syntax-tree-like terms, again in a type-safe way.
The AT ERM s access APIs based on these abstract data type descriptions are intensively used in the MetaEnvironment, not only to manipulate A S F IX terms, but also to construct and manipulate error messages,
parse tables, and the like.
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Figure 4: The T OOL B US coordination architecture.

3 Applications of AT ERMs
3.1 Component-based development and interoperability
As was already mentioned in the introduction, AT ERM s were originally introduced as part of the T OOL B US [3] coordination architecture as shown in Figure 4. Key idea is that software components (“tools” in
T OOL B US parlance) written in different implementation languages are connected via the T OOL B US that
acts as language neutral middleware and coordinator. Unlike older technologies like DCOM and CORBA,
the T OOL B US uses a centralized description of the cooperation between the components that form the
application and can thus enforce the workflow in the application and control the interaction between components. The communication between T OOL B US and tools takes place in the form of AT ERM s and thus
enables interoperability between languages and run-time or hardware platforms. The software engineering
aspects of this approach are further elaborated in [37, 24]. Note that maximal subterm sharing in AT ERM s
is restricted to a single component/machine environment: in other words, a subterm of an AT ERM can only
point to AT ERM s in the same environment and not to AT ERM s in another component/machine environment. However, when an AT ERM is serialized and shipped to another environment, its internal maximal
subterm sharing is preserved.
One of the key applications of the T OOL B US is the A SF +S DF Meta-Environment, an Interactive Development Environment for writing and generating language-related tools. These tools may perform tasks
ranging from supporting a domain-specific language to performing analysis and transformation of a large
software system. The A SF +S DF Meta-Environment itself contains many components such as a userinterface, parser and unparser generator, compiler, interpreter, and more that are interconnected via the
T OOL B US. AT ERM s are used for a variety of tasks:
Abstract data type definitions, the intermediate data format used by A PIGEN as described earlier (see
Section 2.4).


Configuration files.


Parse tables as produced by a parser generator and used by the parser.




Syntax trees produced by the parser. This regards syntax trees of A SF +S DF specifications as well as
syntax trees of source texts in arbitrary languages such as C, Java or Cobol.

Based on this technology, similar development environments have been built for ELAN [6], Action
Semantics [10], and CHI [2]. The extension mechanisms needed to achieve this are described in [16].
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3.2 Implementation of term rewriting languages and engines
AT ERM s are being used in the implementation of various languages such as Action Semantics [56], ASF [9,
14], CASL [12, 18, 52, 48], ELAN [6], FERUS [42, 46, 47], JITty [50], µCRL [4, 41], Strafunsky [40],
and Stratego [19].
AT ERM s are also used in related language implementation tools such as JJForester [39], a Java implementation of the visitor pattern, TOM [44], a generator for embedded pattern matching code in Java, and
others. GOM [51] combines TOM functionality with a description of abstract syntax trees. This combination is used to generate Java implementations for these trees. This provides a concise way to maintain the
internal representation in a canonical form with respect to the specified equational theory, in the form of
rewrite rules. These rewrite rules automatically keep the corresponding nodes in normal form.
The use of annotations is discussed in [38], while [15] describes the role of AT ERM s for disambiguation
during parsing.
Typically, AT ERM s are used as run-time representation for terms or trees that are needed during the
execution of these languages and tools. The main advantages are:
Maximal subterm sharing reduces the memory foot print during execution. In [9] this effect is measured in the context of term rewriting.


An additional benefit of maximal subterm sharing is that a deep (structural) equality test between
terms can be replaced by one pointer comparison. This reduces execution time.


The annotations that can be attached to AT ERM s have many applications in language implementations and range from source code coordinates to symbol table information.




AT ERM s can be exchanged with tools written in different implementation languages and thus promote reuse of existing tools.

In [13] a general perspective is sketched of the applications of term rewriting (and thus of AT ERM s) in
software engineering.

3.3 Source code representations and software renovation
In the reverse engineering community many research groups are involved in building tools for reverse
engineering tasks such as parsing, analyzing, and transforming source code or visualizing results. The
effort to build these tools is considerable, so it is preferable to re-use tools built by other groups. This
can only be achieved if these tools have a common format to exchange source code or derivates of source
code, e.g., control flow graphs or data flow graphs. AT ERM s have been considered as an option to be used
as exchange format [54], however many reverse engineering projects have decided to base their exchange
format on X ML [29, 54, 30, 33, 34, 31, 67, 43, 21]. There were several reasons for doing this. First of
all, there was a strong need to represent graphs and one concluded that this can be done better in X ML
although graphs can be represented in AT ERM s as well. Secondly, the overall feeling was that X ML was
the default standard for data exchange and by catching up on this technology more X ML processing tools
would become freely available. It is unclear whether, at the time of writing, this expectation has been
fulfilled, although the community of developers of X ML tools is much bigger than the community of
AT ERM developers.
One of the drawbacks of using an X ML-like data format is the sheer size of the data that have to be
exchanged between various tools. The fact that GXL is not suited for representing huge parse trees of
industrial applications is not an issue in a research context, but this is crucial when performing large scale
transformations on source code as we can learn from the following example.
At Bell Labs, a tool suite has been developed to perform transformations on C++ source code [66].
It uses, amongst others, AT ERM s, S DF and Stratego [19] as technologies. One of the requirements in
this project was that the original comments and layout should be preserved as much as possible when
transforming the C++ source code. This implied the use of parse trees instead of abstract syntax trees. The
C++ programs that had to be transformed where in the range of 100,000 upto 500,000 lines of code. An
X ML -based representation would have been infeasible and maximal subterm sharing is crucial to obtain
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manageable terms. Clearly, the goal of this project was to come up with a tool suite to be used by Bell
maintenance programmers and not to create an open exchange and transformation framework.
Another application of AT ERM s in the area of program transformation is the restructuring of Cobol
legacy code [58, 59, 60]. This work is focused on improving the maintainability of Cobol code which can
only be achieved if the original layout and comments are preserved. The actual restructuring operations
are expressed as rewrite rules in A SF +S DF. The A SF interpreter applies these rewrite rules on the parse
trees of the Cobol sources. One of the strong characteristics of the A SF interpreter is rewriting with layout
[61]. The transformations have been applied to large Cobol systems consisting of more than 1 MLOC
spread over almost 1,000 separate Cobol source files. Once again, the need for the parse trees to contain all
the original layout and comments in combination with maximal subterm sharing provided by the AT ERM
library made this project feasible.

3.4 Representing Web ontologies
OWL (Web Ontology Language) [49] is used to represent ontologies for the semantic web. Applications
developed for the Semantic Web need some form of reasoning. Description Logics (DL) provide reasoning
algorithms, however existing algorithms are less suited for being applied in Semantic Web applications.
Pellet [55] is an OWL-DL reasoner written in Java specific for Semantic Web applications. The various
components of Pellet are built on top of the AT ERM library. The AT ERM library is very suited to represent
complex OWL class expressions since subterm sharing reduces the overall memory consumption spent for
storing concept expressions and makes it is easy to transform the data from Pellet to external APIs.

3.5 Representing state spaces and feature diagrams
A Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) is a directed acyclic graph used to represent a Boolean function. Each
node in the graph corresponds to a Boolean variable and has two outgoing edges: one for the true case
and one for the false case. See [20] for a survey of BDDs and their applications in verification and model
checking.
Since AT ERM s also represent directed acyclic graphs, it comes as no surprise that they can be used
to represent BDDs efficiently. This has been done for model checking [27] where the BDD represents
a property of the state space of some system under investigation. Since real systems have a huge number
(i.e., over 109 ) of states a concise representation of the state space and its efficient manipulation are mandatory. This typically leads to AT ERM s in the Giga-byte range. The haRVey system [22] is a BDD-based
satisfiability checker that also uses AT ERM s as internal representation format.
Another application area are feature diagrams used for representing the variability of software systems.
It turns out that even seemingly modest systems may have billions of variations. AT ERM s have been used
to check the consistence of feature diagrams [23, 57].

4

AT ERMs compared with other technologies

How do AT ERM s compare to other technologies, in particular X ML ? While making a comparison, we will
discuss some unique characteristics of AT ERM s.

4.1 XML
Although AT ERM s and XML have many common properties, the motivations behind them do not overlap
so well. Very roughly, the purpose of XML is to provide an easy and extensible exchange format, whereas
AT ERM s is a very efficient representation format for some specific data types. This makes them not truly
comparable. For instance, in principle there is nothing that prevents XML from having maximal subterm
sharing.
Since the question “why don’t you guys just use XML like everybody else?” is on top of our list of
frequently asked questions, we will answer it in some detail.

9

Sharing and compression X ML provides a very weak form of subterm sharing. It is possible to use a
special kind of reference tags of the form ID=<name> and IDREF=<name> in order to mark a subterm
and to point to the marked subterm, respectively. Through this mechanism it is possible to mimic subterm
sharing in X ML . Upon construction of the X ML term a possible candidate for sharing has to be recognized
and a mark must be added to this term, via the tag ID and a unique name. Whenever, the same term is
encountered later on, a reference is created via IDREF and the corresponding unique name. This puts
quite a burden on the tooling, a table has to be maintained with subterms and unique reference identifiers, a
mechanism must be available to recognize shared subterms, etc. This way of maintaining subterm sharing
is very explicit and visible, whereas the maximal subterm sharing is invisible while using the AT ERM
library. Of course, the implementation of the AT ERM library uses an internal table to administrate subterm
sharing but it is hidden for the user.
When converting (serializing) an AT ERM to an external exchange format the sharing is automatically
preserved in the result by encoding. There are three different ways of serializing an AT ERM :
Binary encoded with maximal subterm sharing; this format is unreadable for humans. This way of
serializing terms is only available in the C version of the AT ERM library.


Textually encoded with maximal subterm sharing; this format is human readable. Both the C version
and Java version of the AT ERM library support this way of serializing terms.




Textually encoded without maximal subterm sharing; this format is again human readable but leads
in many cases to a size explosion of the resulting text. Both the C version and Java version of the
AT ERM library support this way of serializing terms.

We used this latter facility to make a comparison between terms with maximal subterm sharing and
gzip, an open source compression tool for Linux. In [11] we report on the obtained results on a given test
suite. Using compression via maximal subterm sharing and binary encoding results in 85% compression
whereas using non-shared terms and applying gzip results in 92% compression. The gain of using a
dedicated binary representation of AT ERM s is thus marginal.
Compression tools, like gzip, are frequently used to reduce the size of X ML as well. It is unclear how
the above experiments carry over to X ML .
Note that the above discussion is only about the compression that can be achieved in the serialized
version of an AT ERM when it is sent to another component. The advantages of maximal subterm sharing
during the processing of an AT ERM inside a component are evident and unaffected by the above discussion.
DTD and X ML schemas AT ERM s are primarily intended for environments of closely cooperating components that need efficient data exchange. In such an environment it is acceptable that the cooperating
components share some common knowledge about the format of the data. This differs from data exchange
between loosely cooperating components as occurs in general web services and service-oriented architectures or, more specifically, in collaborative reverse engineering research projects. In such environments the
data have to be fully self-contained.
The parse tree representation, A S F IX , as described in Section 2 is an example of a semi self-contained
representation. An A S F IX tree contains all relevant information, such as production rules, lexical entities,
layout, to either reconstruct the original text or to construct the parse tree. However, the meta information—
what is a production rule, what is a tree node, and the like—is not encoded in the term itself. This information is described in a separate ADT, which is used to generate a library to manipulate these A S F IX trees. It
is precisely this knowledge that has to be shared by the cooperating tools.
In the case of X ML , a DTD or schema [65] can be used to describe that information as well and the
resulting X ML data are thus fully self-contained, i.e., components do not have to share any other knowledge
in order to be able to cooperate. The need for this generality depends on the intended applications.
A PIGEN versus DOM and SAX Given a structure definition in the form of either an S DF definition or
an ADT, A PIGEN generates an API to manipulate the AT ERM s according to that structure. These AT ERM s
should reside entirely in memory. This closely resembles the tree-based APIs generated via the Document
10

Object Model (DOM). DOM [64] is a platform and language neutral interface that allows programs and
scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure, and style of an X ML document. The
difference between an API generated by A PIGEN and an API generated by DOM is that A PIGEN generates
an API in C or Java to manipulate the underlying AT ERM s directly and DOM is language independent and
does not describe how the X ML terms are internally represented.
An alternative for manipulating X ML terms is SAX (Simple API for X ML ) [53] which uses an eventbased API. The APIs generated by SAX allow the manipulation of X ML terms without the need for building
an internal tree. A call back mechanism is used while parsing the X ML term. This reduces memory and
CPU usage considerably. The APIs generated by A PIGEN are tree-based and not event-based as in the SAX
approach. Since AT ERM s are much smaller than the internal representation of X ML data, the need for an
event-based API has not (yet) arisen.

4.2 Other intermediate formats
Giving a comprehensive overview of intermediate formats is beyond the scope of this paper, but we want
to further stress the point that there is room for intermediate formats other than X ML .
YAML An example of another popular intermediate format is YAML (YAML Ain’t Markup Language), a
“straightforward machine parsable data serialization format designed for human readability and interaction
with scripting languages such as Perl and Python. YAML is optimized for data serialization, configuration
settings, log files, Internet messaging and filtering. YAML (tm) is a balance of the following design goals:
YAML documents are very readable by humans.


YAML interacts well with scripting languages.


YAML uses host languages’ native data structures.


YAML has a consistent information model.


YAML enables stream-based processing.


YAML is expressive and extensible.




YAML is easy to implement.” [68]

YAML and AT ERM s are largely identical in goals and philosophy except that YAML takes the position
of text markup and human readability while AT ERM s use prefix terms with comma-separated argument
lists and favor machine readability and sharing. It would be trivial to make a mapping between the two
formats, except that the maximal subterm sharing of AT ERM s cannot be preserved in a mapping to YAML .
Related approaches In [1], the Factotum system is described: “Factotum is a software system for implementing symbolic computing systems on DAG-based structures that critically rely on sharing of equivalent
subterms. It provides a subterm sharing facility that is automatic and systematic, analogously to the way
that automatic memory management is provided by a garbage collector.” The system provides an API
for creating and maintaining in-core representations of tree-like structures that may contain applicationspecific labels. The sharing of subterms is, however, not maximal but based on a Sharer subsystem that
continuously tries to improve the amount of sharing in the tree. There is also no serialization facility to
exchange data between different components.

5 The Future of AT ERMs
AT ERM s were created to reduce the number of different term representations in the A SF +S DF MetaEnvironment project. The maximal subterm sharing and automatic garbage collection motivated other
researchers to jump on the AT ERM train and to contribute. The development of an API generator, which
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allows type safe manipulation of AT ERM s without loss of efficiency ensured an agile way of developing
applications based on the AT ERM library. There is a clear need for AT ERM s, being a light-weight approach
to the efficient exchange of structured data.
The X ML community could profit from AT ERM s if we would introduce mappings from and to X ML.
However, just introducing this mapping on the term level is not sufficient.
Going from AT ERM s to X ML also involves the translation of the corresponding S DF definition or
ADT definition to a DTD or X ML schema. This is necessary in order to allow other X ML tools to
perform the validation.




Going from X ML to AT ERM s involves the translation of the corresponding DTD or X ML schema to a
structure description which can be used by A PIGEN in order to generate a library for manipulating the
generated AT ERM in a type-safe way. SAX allows an efficient way of constructing the corresponding
AT ERM , but it does not allow a type-safe manipulation of the constructed AT ERM .

Although experimental mappings between AT ERM s and X ML have been implemented, this remains a
mostly unexplored area.
Versions of the AT ERM library exist for the two mainstream languages C and Java. It would help to
have consolidated AT ERM libraries for languages like Python, Ruby and C# that are rapidly becoming
more popular.
Thanks to the applicative nature of AT ERM s they are ideally suited for execution in a concurrent environment. A final, exciting, perspective is the development of massively parallel AT ERM servers as enabled
by the algorithms described in [26, 25]. Continuing the line of thought started in Sections 3.5 and 4, applications like concurrent model checking, concurrent feature analysis and concurrent ontology processing
become within reach. This is also true for concurrent software analysis: running many concurrent analyses
on the same syntax tree will lead to radically new forms of analysis.
In the end, it’s all about sharing: the technical advantages of maximal subterm sharing combined
with the shared implementation effort of AT ERM s and related tooling enable applications in a variety
of, unanticipated, application areas.
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